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Recent long-pulse and hlgh-average-p0wer tests on a 140 GHz gyrotron

K, Felcll, C. T_:,,ss,H. Huey, E. 3ongewaard, H. Jory, 3. Neilson,
R. Pendleton, and M, Tslrulnlkov

..... Varian AsSociates, Inc., 811 Hansen Way, Palo Alto, CA 94303 USA

ABSTRACT

Varian is carrying out the development of high-power, CW gyrotrons at frequencies
ranging from 100-140 GHz. Initial test vehicles at 140 GHz have been designed to generate
shon-puls6 power levels of 1 MW and up to 400 kW CW..q_nus far, short-pulse power levels of
1040 kW have been measured at 38 % efficiency end average powers of 200 kW have been

, a¢llieved. Output power levels of 400 kW have been obtalned for pulse durations of 0.5 ssc.

1, INTRODUCTION
t

To address future requirements in the area of electron cyclotron resonance heating
of magnetically-confined plasmas, Varian is developing gyrotrons capable of generating
power leech of 1 MW _ at frequencies in the range 100 GHz to 140 GHz. In working toward
the 1MW CW output power goal, several experimental vehicles will be constructed and tested
to verify the design of the important elements of the gyrotron. The tint two tubes in the

= program have been designed to generate short-pulse power levels of 1 MW and CW or long-
pulse(> I second)powerlevelsup to400 kW ata frequencyof 1400Hz.

The design of the first two experimental tubes and the results from tests ,on the ii' st
experimental tube and the first two test iterations of the second experimental tube have
been Published elsewhere.l,2 Below we discuss the results obtamed during the third test
sequenceon the second experimental tube.

" 2. RECENT TEST RESULTS ON SECOND EXPERIMENTAL GYROTRON •

The ;resent series of tests on the second experimental tube were begun in June 1988
end are stillin progress,Duringshort-pulseoperation,outputpowersup to 1040 kW at38 %

- efficiency were obtained. A plot of output power and efficiency as a function of beam
current is shown in Figure 1, We note that the efficiency was relatively flat over the range
of beam currents shown in the figure, Efficiency was optimized for each value of beam
current by adjusting the cavity magnetic field and the gun-anode voltage (that controls the
per,pendicular-to-parallel velocity ratio, a). In general, the gun-anode voltage was
increased to the point where current was drawn to the gun-anode electrode,

i _ In Figure 2 we plot the value of cz estimated from elecuon gun simulations for each
experimental point shown in Figure I. As noted on Figure 2, the maximum gun-anode

. voltage without gun-anode current generally decreased with current. This effect is thought
to be due to increasing velocity spread with beam current. The increased velocity spread

- leads to electron beam mirroring at lower values of u or gun-anode voltage, In addition to
the lower achievable value of gun-anode voltage, the decrease in a with beam current is
also due to the increased space charge in the beam formation region of the electron gun.

In Figure 3 we have plotted the same e,xperimental efficiencies as well as those
predictedby self-conslstent,large-signalcalculatlonsfor a = 1,5 and 2,0, Ct'hetheoretiaal
efficiencies have been adjusted to include the rf losses measured in the tube.) These results
show that there is good agreement between the observed and predicted efficiencies when
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the estimated value of c_ for each experimental point (see Figure . 2) ts used.
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Figure I. Output power and efficiency Figure 2. Estlmated alpha (a) vs, beam
i vs. benin current during third current for experimental points
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Figur= 3, Comparison' of theoretical effictencles with results obtained
during third test of second experimental gyrotron.

At output powers of around 400 kW, shorl-pulse operation has been extended to duty
factors of nearly 50 %, resulting in average output powcr_ of 200 kW. The output cfflcicney
for 200 kW average power operation was not optimized. Instead, tube parameters were
adjusted to enable operation in a regime where tube performance was relatively insensitive
to changes in the settings of various parameters (i.e. gun-anode voltage, beam current,
cavity magnctio field, beam voltage, etc.).

_
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Long-pulseoperationhas been extendedto pulsedurationsof 300 ms at outputpowers
of 350-400kW. Again,thesetestswere not carriedout at optimum efficiencyin orderto
remain at conditionsthat enabledoperationover a wide range of parametersettings.
Parametersfor the,three operatingregimes,short-pulseoperationat 1040 kW, 20d kW
averagepower and 500 ms pulse,arelistedinTableI,

" Table I
Parameters for different operating regimes during

thlrd_ test of secona experimental gyrotron

, I_040kW_PEAK. _00 kkw AVER.AG_E _;00__msL_PULSE

FREQUENCY 140,155 GHz 139,837 GHz 140.066 GHz
OUTPUT POWER 1038 kW 412 kW 384 kW
PULSE DURATION 0.5 ms 4,0 ms 500 ms
REPETITION RATE 10 pps 120 pps , 0.01 pps

: DUTY FACTOR 0.5 % 48 % 0.5 %
AVERAGEPOWER $,2 kW 198 kW .--
BI_AM VOLTAGE _ 80 kV 80 kV 80 kV
BEAM CURRENT 34.3 A 17.2 A 17.1 A
OUTPUT EFFICIENCY 38 % 30 % 28 %
MEASURED LOSSES 138 kW 61 kW -'--
TOTAL GENERATED POWER I176 kW 473 kW ..-
INTERACTION EFFICIENCY 43 % 34 % ...

Further long pulse tests are still in progress. The current test plan is to extend long-
pulseoperationat400 kW topulsedurationsinexcessof I second.

3. CONCLUSIONS

The results obtained during the most recent tests performed on the second
experimental140 GHz gyrotronhaveessentiallymet _he I MW puls_ and 400 kW CW or long-
pulse goals of the initial test vehicles. These results also represent an important step in

= reachingthe I MW CW goal of the currentdevelopmentprogram, Tubes based on the140
. GHz, I MW pulsed,400 kW CW designwillbe usefulin a varietyofECR heatingapplicationsin

several present-day fusion experiments,
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